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INTRODUCTION
Some things are new forever, or appear to be; others are old tomorrow.
The pace of new developments in accounting is somewhere between these
extremes. Accounting seldom makes a sharp turn. As the practice of
accounting, both industrial and public, has matured and as the concepts
relating to it have been tested by experience and reason, the turns have
become even less sharp. This is a sign of professional maturity. This is not
to say, however, that accounting will not be facing new challenges and finding new ways of meeting them. Changes in methods of production, in techniques of distribution, in ways offinancing,and in the relations of government to business will undoubtedly introduce new problems. Concurrently,
accountants will be striving for more efficient ways of recording financial
information and for more effective ways of making it useful.
So, to look at what is new in accounting is in large measure to examine
a new position in a continuing trend or the reversal of one.
On the other hand, there have been a few developments in recent
years that have been spectacular. Developments in electronics are among
them. The humming of the equipment and perhaps the flashing of lights
may be the outward manifestations of almost unbelievable speeds for
handling data. Developments in integrated data processing are far enough
along to furnish evidence of a vast range of applications. The potential of
electronic data processing, preliminary cautions about it, and its presentday limitations have been discussed and written about at great length. Its
challenge to the independent auditor also is being considered. All of these
matters deserve continuing attention by accountants.
Developments in operations research presage new fields for the
accountant. It is stimulating to think of the possibilities attending the development of a theory of business and of the application of the scientific method
to the solution of business problems.
Developments in the use of statistics, particularly statistical sampling,
to accounting are under way. Present indications are that developments in
applying statistics to internal accounting will, at least for a time, outrun
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those in applying it to auditing, particularly to auditing that is concerned
with the examination of financial statements. Independent auditors are
giving the matter considerable attention; but its application to auditing
requires resolution of a number of preliminary questions, some of which
are: What is an "error"? Is it feasible to assign individual and separable
purposes to the various steps that are taken in making an audit? How can
recognition be given to the multiple interrelationships of the steps that are
taken by the auditor in evaluating internal control? These questions demand
considerable study.
It is not new that there are more of us, but the steady, almost spectacular growth in the number of accountants indicates that discovery of
new uses of the services of accountants continues and that new businesses
seek out our services. The membership of the National Association of
Accountants is approximately 40,000, up 90 per cent in the last ten years;
the membership of the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants
is a little over 29,000, up 110 per cent in eight years; the membership of
the Controllers Institute of America is 4,500, up 50 per cent in ten years;
the membership of The Institute of Internal Auditors is 3,400, which is up
160 per cent in ten years. The rate of increase in the membership of the
Oklahoma Society of CPAs in the last ten years must be greater than
the highest of these. The figures available to me showed that there were
164 members of the Society in 1945 and 525 in July 1956, an increase
of 220 per cent. All of these figures are, of course, well ahead of the rate
of increase in the population generally.
These are the developments that are spectacular or newsworthy. But
these are not the new things that I was asked to discuss. My purpose mainly
is to consider developments relating to the financial statements — the presentation and measurement of financial position and results of operations.

R E L A T I V E SIGNIFICANCE O F T H E INCOME S T A T E M E N T
There has been little change in the trend of viewing the income statement as being more important than the balance sheet and of resolving
matters in favor of the income statement, if one must give way to the other.
At the same time, the balance sheet has not been ignored entirely.
The view shared by, I think, a substantial majority of accountants
that the income statement is more significant than the balance sheet was
not formed yesterday or the day before that. It has been taking shape
gradually and steadily for a number of years.
There have been a few situations in recent years in which the treat74

ment of an item has appeared to involve a conflict between the income
statement and the balance sheet. I am sure it is a mystery to laymen that
a situation can arise in which the choice between accounting treatments
is based upon a weighing of what appear to be conflicting purposes of the
balance sheet and of the income statement. The layman, even the wellinformed layman, finds it difficult to understand how it is that in a system
which is built upon an equation and in which the equality of debits and
credits is almost a fetish there may be an apparent conflict between the two
basic financial statements. The apparent conflict arises, of course, from an
effort to show a picture of the present — that is, a balance sheet — in terms
of measurements that relate primarily to amounts that are appropriately
chargeable to the future, or at least not to the present and past. A n illustration is the matter of Fifo versus Lifo. The extreme view concerning
resolution of the conflict is held by those who feel that the balance sheet
is intended simply to show residuals, that is, the amounts that have not yet
been charged to income.
A development that emphasizes the income statement need not, of
course, weaken the balance sheet. On the other hand, what is good for the
income statement ordinarily is good for the balance sheet.
Extended use of liberalized depreciation methods during the last three
years is a development that* has emerged principally from a consideration
of the income statement. It has not, in my opinion, had an undesirable
balance-sheet effect.
LIBERALIZED DEPRECIATION
Since enactment of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954, a number
of companies have adopted, for both book and tax purposes, a liberalized
depreciation method for property additions; a smaller number have done
so only for tax purposes. Approval in the 1954 Code of the decliningbalance method based on double the straight-line rate, the sum-of-theyears-digits method, and other decreasing-charge methods that meet
certain requirements undoubtedly removed one of the deterrents to the
adoption of such a method for book purposes. Accounting literature for
many years has discussed decreasing-charge methods. Adoption of such
methods since 1953 recognizes their accounting validity, apart from the
tax considerations which may be significant.
A recent survey of the annual reports to shareholders of about 700
industrial companies showed that 206 of the companies reported that they
had adopted for tax purposes, as to property additions since 1953 or a
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later year, one of the liberalized depreciation methods; 155 of the 206
companies also adopted the method for book purposes. It is not known,
of course, how many of the other 500 companies also adopted a liberalized
depreciation method, but made no disclosure of it because of the immaterial effect on the financial statements. Only 5 of the 155 companies that
reported adoption of an accelerated method later reported that they had
changed back in the books to a straight-line method.
It seems to me that liberalized depreciation has a sound basis in concept for the usual industrial concern. The arguments for it deal principally
with the income statement. Management frequently bases its decision to
replace a property item or to purchase an asset as a part of plant expansion
on the expectation of higher returns in the earlier years of use than in
later years. Engineering improvements or technological advances often
cause the relative productivity of machinery and equipment to decline.
Moreover, obsolescence, the incidence of which may be unpredictable,
may force retirement of any particular asset at an earlier-than-normal
date. The presence of these factors supports charging the earlier years with
greater amounts of depreciation than the later years. The absence of some
if not all of them, such as in the case of some public utilities, may create
a presumption in favor of the straight-line method for book purposes.
It seems to me that in the case of liberalized depreciation the arguments favoring it apply equally to the income statement and the balance
sheet, even though they are stated principally in terms of income effects.

A C C O U N T I N G F O R PENSION COSTS
The growth in both number and significance of pension plans in the
United States in recent years has added an element of employment costs
of significant proportions. The extent to which pensions have become a
fixture of our economic system also bears on the financial statements. The
diversity in the terms of pension plans has complicated the formulation of
meaningful standards of accounting applicable to their cost.
Formulation of such standards, culminating in the issuance last September by the Committee on Accounting Procedure of the American
Institute of Accountants of Accounting Research Bulletin No. 47, weighed
both the balance-sheet and income-statement effects. It seems to me that
balance-sheet considerations may have been assigned the greater weight
in this case. The Bulletin, you will recall, discusses several acceptable
approaches and indicates a Committee preference for systematic accrual
during the expected period of active service of the covered employees of
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costs based on current and future services and systematic charge-off of
costs based on past services. In some cases such accrual would result in
balance-sheet credits of substantial amounts. These are the obligations
inherent in the pension plan, assuming that it is one step in a continuing
series of such plans. At the same time, the terms of the plan may provide
that the company can, at its option, modify the scale of retirement benefits
or completely withhold them. Such a circumstance raises the question as
to whether there is a liability, in the full sense. Apparently, the Committee
considered this question and decided that there was weight to the argument that accounting should not insist upon recognition of a liability that
failed to meet all of the tests of a legal liability. It concluded that as a
minimum the balance sheet should show the actuarially calculated present
worth of the pension rights to the extent that they had vested, reduced
by any accumulated funds or purchased annuity contracts. It placed considerable emphasis on disclosure. Here, the balance sheet held its own
with the income statement.

INCOME T A X A L L O C A T I O N
One of the most interesting developments of the last ten to fifteen
years has been the attention given to the nature and significance of the
provision that is made for federal income taxes. Two conditions brought
this about: (1) differences between the treatments of particular items for
tax purposes and forfinancial-statementpurposes, and (2) high tax rates
which made the effect of the differences more significant. You will recall
that interest in this matter began to pick up in the early 1940s as tax rates
were being raised, and that the Institute's Committee on Accounting
Procedure first dealt with this matter when it issued Accounting Research
Bulletin No. 23 in December 1944.
Bulletin No. 23, and No. 43 which incorporated the substance of
No. 23, pointed up circumstances in which recognition should be given
to amounts equivalent to the federal income taxes on the difference between
taxable income and book income. In one type of situation an allocation
of taxes was called for when different financial statements of the same
period are concerned; in the other, when income statements of different
periods are involved. A n example of the first type is an item, such as an
extraordinary loss, that is deducted for tax purposes and charged to earned
surplus in the accounts. A n illustration of the second is the rather wellknown example of ordinary depreciation in the books and accelerated
amortization of the cost of emergency facilities for tax purposes.
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The practice of allocating income taxes, that is, of matching them up
with book income, has grown out of principal concern for the income
statement, and properly so. Presentations of income may be misleading
if the provision for income taxes is, say, 30 per cent of net income for each
of five years and is apt to be 60 per cent for each of a number of later
years and if this variation is the result of dissimilar treatments of an item
in the books and tax returns. The balance sheet clearly takes second place
here. It seems to me that the whole basis of the tax allocation principle lies
in the question of whether income is fairly presented if the provision for
income taxes has been affected by a transaction or by an accounting treatment not otherwise reflected in income. In some circumstances I think it
is, with disclosure; in others it may not be even with disclosure. For example, when the income tax liability is reduced or eliminated by application
of an operating loss carry-forward, allocation ordinarily is not meaningful
and disclosure alone seems adequate. On the other hand, when the treatment of an item affecting several years' tax returns results, for one or more
years, in an inordinately low ratio of the amount of the tax shown in the
tax return to the amount of the net income and a significantly higher ratio
for a determinable number of later years, allocation of taxes ordinarily is
desirable.
It has been argued that income taxes are like other expenses and
should, accordingly, be matched against revenues in the same way as other
expenses. Certainly an income tax is a cost and thus an expense of some
period, but it does lack one of the principal characteristics of other expenses, namely, identifiability with goods or services that contribute to the
realization of revenue, in a reasonably direct way.
Income taxes are both income-determined and income-determining.
Unlike other expenses that have both of these qualities, such as a manager's
bonus based upon net income, income taxes are costs that are incurred
quite apart from the expectation of realizing any related revenue.
Because there is not the same relationship between income taxes and
revenue as between other types of expenses and revenue, the balance-sheet
classification of the deferred credit that may arise from tax allocation comes
into question. Is it a liability or is it a part of shareholders' equity, or is
this one of the items that logically falls outside of the usual balance-sheet
classifications? The test usually applied in testing an item for standing as a
liability is either (a) that there is an obligation based upon contractual relations or other legal considerations or (b) that the current or past periods
have been charged with costs of goods or services that benefited such
periods, or helped to produce their revenue; the exact measurement or
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standing of such costs will be determined at a future date when contractual
or other legal arrangements are likely to be completed. Does an income-tax
deferral meet this test? The balance-sheet need for income-tax allocation is
not clear.
If the question of whether the deferral satisfies all of the conditions for
classification as a liability is not wholly clear, classification of it as a part
of shareholders' equity may raise even other questions. Ordinarily, it is
not logical to include in capital, that is, in retained earnings, an amount that
has not yet passed through the income statement, but will in the future. It
seems to me therefore that classification of the income tax deferral outside
of shareholders' equity ordinarily is preferable, but that the reasons for such
classification may not be compelling.

LIBERALIZED DEPRECIATION A N D D E F E R R E D T A X E S
An interesting and not wholly resolved situation has developed in connection with liberalized depreciation and the matter of tax allocation. Most
of the industrial companies that have adopted one of the liberalized depreciation methods for tax purposes appear also to have adopted it for book
purposes. Approximately one-fourth of the companies included in the
survey mentioned earlier that had adopted a liberalized depreciation method
for tax purposes had not done so for book purposes. A little over one-half
of this group were not deferring an amount equivalent to the tax reduction.
Undoubtedly, some were not recognizing the tax effect because of its immateriality. Others, however, probably concluded that the usual purpose of
allocating taxes was not present and that the results of doing so might not
be meaningful.
You will recall that the Institute's Committee on Accounting Procedure
concluded in Accounting Research Bulletin No. 44 that there may be circumstances in which it would be desirable to recognize deferred income taxes
relating to accelerated depreciation but that ordinarily deferral was not necessary. Apparently, the Committee had in mind that deferment was called
for when it was clear that the difference between book income and taxable
income would reverse itself by reason of an accelerated depreciation method,
and then when the difference was material. Where the tax deferral or a
material part of it would remain undiminished for an indefinite period the
Committee's view seems to have been that the deferral need not be recognized. As to this situation the question seems to be whether tax allocation in
connection with liberalized depreciation should be applied to individual
assets or to the depreciable plant as a whole or, if liberalized depreciation is
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applied to grouped assets, whether the principle should be applied to each
year's acquisitions or again to the plant as a whole. If the tax allocation
principle is applied to individual assets, there will come a time when as to
a particular asset the book depreciation on a straight-line basis will exceed
tax depreciation and, as a result, the tax deferral will be taken down by
crediting income; but as to other particular assets tax depreciation will
exceed book depreciation and debits to income will be credited to the deferral. The result, as to the plant as a whole, is an offsetting of the debits and
credits to the deferral; and, as long as the plant investment is static or growing, the deferral will show a credit balance for an indefinite period. The real
question thus becomes one of whether, in these circumstances, the income
statements for all of the years comprising an indefinite period are likely to
result in misleading inferences, if taxes are not deferred.
There may, of course, be circumstances in which there are spurts of
expansion followed by declines in the investment in plant, even though on
the average there is growth. In these circumstances it may be desirable to
defer taxes relating only to the extraordinary portion of the expansion and
to close out the deferral as the difference between book and tax depreciation
is reversed.
As to this matter and others like it involving questions of income tax
allocation, I think it desirable to limit allocations between years to the cases
where (a) there is a tax, or a reasonable expectation that there will be one,
and (b) its distribution between years would otherwise cause the income
statements to be misleading. Further, I think that the purpose of tax allocation ordinarily is not present where the difference between book income and
tax income is expected to remain in the same direction indefinitely.

DIRECT COSTING
Direct costing, which places principal emphasis on the relative significance of fixed and variable costs, is new in that it has had considerable
attention in accounting in recent years. The concept of marginal costs and
their significance is not new; it has been an important ingredient of economic
analysis for a number of years.
Exclusion of all fixed overheads from product costs has not achieved
general acceptance as the basis of stating inventories in general-purpose
financial statements. It is somewhat unfortunate that discussions concerning
direct costing have become so involved in questions of whether if should
enjoy acceptance in preparing the basic financial statements. This to some
extent obscures the real benefits that may attend direct costing as an aid in
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explaining volume and profit relationships andfluctuationsand in furnishing
the basis for estimating the probable profit effect of an increase or decrease
in volume of production. As valuable as it may be as a tool in explaining
such relationships, it flies in the face of logic when periodic income determination is the principal consideration. By all rules of logic, cost of production includes fixed overheads as well as direct costs. Whether costs are managerially controllable or not, whether they are fixed or variable, whether they
are considered in making particular decisions as to volume or not, seem
not significant in measuring the cost of production that should enter into the
expense side of the determination of income. Acceptance of the results of
direct costing for general-purpose statements would require an entirely different concept of income. This in no way, however, makes it less useful as a
tool in analyzing cost-volume-profit relationships.
Those who urge the adoption of direct costing are thinking mainly of
the income statement. The balance-sheet effect of direct costing has not, I
think, been referred to as an important reason for its adoption.

SUBSTANCE VERSUS F O R M
In the early stages of an art such as ours, variations in practice are
apt to be wide. Early accounting practices in the United States were developed quite largely to meet particular circumstances as they arose. Without a core of generally understood standards as to disclosure, income determination, and the like, variations were bound to be wide. In the next stage
accountants sought to narrow the differences, in order that investors and
creditors might have a common set of standards for appraising financial
stability, liquidity, operating efficiency, market aggressiveness, management
performance, and other similar characteristics. This stage has been at its
height during the past twenty years and we are still in it. I believe, however,
that it is gradually taking a new turn.
I think it inevitable that when efforts are being made to narrow differences in accounting practice there will emerge some generally accepted
rules that might appear to have universal applicability but which on further
analysis really rest only on a presumption of general applicability. In the
stage which may be forming now accountants examine the circumstances
which overcome the presumption — the emergence of substance over form.
I think our advance into this stage is not marked at this time, nonetheless
thefirststeps are being taken.
An illustration of the triumph of substance over form might be found
in connection with the realization concept. Without developing the matter
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fully or stating all of the conditions, such as those dealing with arms-length
transactions and the like, let us say that income is realized when an exchange has taken place that resulted in an increase in net current assets.
Lay aside, for the moment, the exceptions such as those relating to longterm borrowings, and we conclude that revenue is realized in a transaction
when cash is received. Suppose, however, that the transaction is the first
of the two in the following situation:
A company has a substantial dividends-received credit that would
be lost unless additional non-dividend income can be generated.
Accordingly, the company sells marketable securities and realizes a
capital gain. Because it wishes to retain its position for a time in
the security that was sold, it buys concurrently or shortly after the
sale an equivalent amount of the security.
Are there two transactions to be accounted for separately or is it a case
in which the carrying value of the securities sold should become the
carrying value of those newly purchased? The answer is not clear-cut.
According to the form of the realization principle, an event had occurred
causing income to be recognized. A cogent argument can be made, however, for laying aside the form of the transaction and looking to its substance and thus concluding that the two transactions should not be treated
separately. Consideration of this particular problem in this way is not
new, but it does illustrate the weighing of substance against form.
In other rather important areas of accounting, substance is prevailing over form. One of these has to do with business combinations.
The pooling-of-interests concept is fairly new. Traditionally in
accounting, when the affairs of a corporation were wound up and the
corporate structure was dismantled there could be no earned surplus
that carried forward to any other entity. Also traditionally, the taking-over
of the assets of one company by another marked the point at which new
values in exchange became the basis of the accounting. Still further traditionally, when one company acquired all of the outstanding stock of
another company which was kept alive as a subsidiary, any retained earnings of the subsidiary at the date of the acquisition were excluded from
consolidated earned surplus.
Recently, however, it has been recognized that there are conditions in
which all of the foregoing conventions should be laid aside. If the managements, or at least significant segments of the managements, of the combining
companies continue and the relative size and other conditions are such
that there is a fusing of the operations of the companies and of their managements and control, it is a generally accepted practice to account for the
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combination as a pooling of interests. The earned surpluses are brought
together, the recorded values of the net assets are brought forward, and the
over-all accounting is as if the companies had previously been divisions of
the same corporation. This brief comment is not intended to cover the matter completely; it simply illustrates a rather significant movement away from
form to substance.
Much the same thing, but in an earlier stage, may be taking place
with respect to business separations such as spin-offs, and split-ups.
This whole development is not abruptly new. It marks the ripening
of the profession. Departure from form long has been accepted in connection with consolidated financial statements and more recently in connection
with quasi-reorganizations and the like, but the trend continues in other
important areas. Such a development has its place when there is a broad
base of underlying principles upon which accounting presentations can be
built; departure from rule (not principle) in recognition of varying business
conditions is then desirable.
Such an approach calls for establishment of basic concepts, flexible
enough to allow for variations in business and industry conditions, but
rigid enough to preclude diversities in accounting practice when the substance of the several sets of circumstances is the same. It is interesting to
note in this connection that a committee of the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants has recently proposed a study of the feasibility of
developing a statement dealing with a body of comprehensive accounting
principles.

AUDITING D E V E L O P M E N T S
Limits of time prevent extensive consideration of things that are happening in auditing or that may be occupying the attention of auditors in the
near future. One matter, however, deserves at least brief mention. There are
signs that independent auditors may intensify their study and consideration
of the advantages of what is being termed the continuing audit. The continuing audit, as distinguished from the annual audit, views the independent
auditor's principal function as being one of appraising the effectiveness of
internal control and of taking whatever steps seem necessary to ascertain
the reliance that can be placed upon the records so that, from time to time,
usually annually, he can express an opinion as to the fairness of the financial statements. Such an approach is not a sharp break from the usual
annual audit where it is, of course, the practice to survey internal control
and gauge accordingly the amount of work that should be done. In the
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annual audit, however, a year's operations and their results, to a considerable extent, are viewed as standing alone. In other words, a number of
audit steps are repeated annually and generally at a date not too far removed from the year-end.
In a sense the first step toward the continuing audit has already been
taken in a number of cases. Often, where internal control is good, the
auditor will undertake a considerable amount of interim work. Ordinarily,
however, little of the interim work is completed during the earlier months
of the client's year.
The continuing-audit approach might have several advantages. It might
permit audit steps affecting relatively less important areas to be rotated from
year to year. Because it would enable the auditor to spread his work on a
more uniform basis throughout the year, it should permit him to assign his
more experienced men to the more important phases of the audit. Further,
problems would come to light on a more timely basis, away from the pressure of year-end work, thus permitting more careful consideration of them
with the client.
The continuing-audit approach might not mean less audit work. Undoubtedly, it would result in less work as to certain procedures and more as
to others.
Despite these apparent advantages, there is at least one important
reason why a move in this direction may be slow. The principal practical
difference, as I see it, between the annual audit with a considerable amount
of interim work and the continuing audit relates to the auditor's concern
with the bona fides of the amounts included in the financial statements or
with what the public thinks his concern with them should be.
As you know, the Committee on Auditing Procedure of the American
Institute of Certified Public Accountants has concluded that "the ordinary
examination incident to the issuance of an opinion respecting financial
statements is not designed and cannot be relied upon to disclose defalcations and other similar irregularities," but has recognized that "their discovery frequently results" from such an examination. The shift toward the
continuing audit, if such a shift does occur, will parallel but not outrun
the pace with which understanding of the role of the independent auditor
widens. Even though the independent auditor assumes no responsibility for
detecting irregularities in the usual audit and makes his position clear as
to this matter in the literature, he will be reluctant to move some of his
procedures too far away from the balance-sheet date until his clients and
other important segments of the general public understand that it is not his
purpose to detect irregularities and fraud.
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Beyond question of doubt, the trend toward a greater amount of interim work and the possible trend toward the continuing audit have been
made possible by a sharpening of the lines separating the role of the internal
auditor from that of the independent auditor and, concurrently, by closer
coordination of their activities. This yields advantages to both.

CONCLUSION
There is then no letting up of the added emphasis that has been given
to the income statement. One result has been to bring into the balance sheet
some valuations and some items — an example is unrealized profit on installment sales — that seem somewhat at cross-purposes with traditional balancesheet conventions. This development is not necessarily undesirable. The
somewhat strange balance-sheet items that emerge from it should be recognized for what they are, and not made to fit traditional balance-sheet sections. Too, as accounting matures, it looks to principles rather than the
form of transactions for guides to meaningful presentations. These are
among the things that are new in accounting.
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